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Rothschilds have threatened miss manna and others with the team, offering $1.5B for 

someone to snatch her and the team, reason being is we won't sign off on their USN 

scheme, another load of fiat bs'ery and more debt based currency to sink everyone 

further. This enables then to then continue printing. We responded back with a 

comparable threat to the rothschilds people. Cabal have stated they will continue and 

likely increase the events going on around the world until their demands are met, we will 

not be meeting their demands only their demise.  

 

*full scale war with the cabal is now underway, it will get ugly and will likely lead to 

violence of some description. 

 

*cabal and the top brass here are trying to force people into signing off on their latest 

round of financial bs'ery USN scheme, another load of fiat bs'ery and more debt based 

currency to sink everyone further. This enables then to then continue printing. The 

directive started last week against the rothschilds people and more firings and arrests 

continue. 

 

*Cabal planned Las Vegas but was not as big of an event as they wanted, they are trying 

to pull another 9/11 style event, they have stated they will continue and likely increase 

the events going on around the world until their demands are met, we will not be meeting 

their demands only their demise.  

 

*full scale war with the cabal is now underway, it will get ugly and will likely lead to 

violence of some description and may spill onto the streets here. 

 

*Cabal attended a ceremonial event last night in Cuba, it was a full on ritual sacrifice 

event, sex rituals and human sacrifices, they were also attempting to open portals - that 

failed, also tried to get certain galactics to sign off on a new treaty similar to the draco 

one 16500 years ago, no galactics turned up. oops 

 

*Obama has been removed as the Pindar and the replacement Hillary also know as 

Hitlery and better description of Ann as in Ann Droid, this they feel will give them more 

power and she will deliver what they want, message to them she won't and you will fail. 

Hitlery was so confident she would prevail with their ceremonial ritual event last night 

she was issuing new job positions to certain people, haha Ann just like you were so 

confident of winning a one horse race election, your original lost that as well. Pindar 

means Lizard King, also known as Penis of the dragon, ironic really given original 

hitlery's lesbian past. It also means she is now the head of the 13 ruling Illuminati 

families. Message to those who choose to engage with her, she is a false titled entity 
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Pindar indeed, she the leader of the new titanic that sank in 2012, she has no money or 

access to any to give to you although she will promise but not deliver, just like all 

Americas inground resources, just like The Rothschilds who failed to deliver, and just 

like the chinese elders, who failed to deliver for 25 years, she also has no assets and no 

access to assets either- zip nada, go check for yourself, ask her for proof upfront, but I 

warn you, you will have a long wait for her to deliver anything but bs'ery. 

 

*As warned recently the false flag events would increase, one in France, one in 

Edmonton, Canada and obviously Las vegas: here is what I know, 59 dead and over 500 

injured. 

 

*With regards to what we the people are doing, their threats, demands and false flags 

have changed nothing and we continue to push forward and we are progressing well. 

 

Question 1 if only one gunman, why 2 windows were broken 2. how did he manage to 

get the very room where the windows face the concert 3. did staff not notice him 

allegedly carrying 10 or more guns in 4. he fired from 1/2 a mile away 5. if it was one 

gunman firing from 1/2 mile away, why did the 2nd round of fire appear to be just 

outside the tent? 6. why are the witnesses on the tv not appearing genuine in their 

descriptions of the aftermath? 7. a witness stated early on a gunman from the 32nd floor 

was shooting at people, how did he know it was the 32nd floor, from 1/2 mile away and 

where it is not possible to see the lower floors from the event, so even if he attempted to 

count the floors, it is not possible to ascertain said information. 8. “Not an avid gun guy 

at all…where the hell did he get automatic weapons? He has no military background,” 

gunman’s brother says 9. who was the woman who told a group of concert-goers, 

“You’re all going to die tonight.” 45 minutes before the incident. 10. There was no 

political or religious manifesto, and his mystified brother reported that he had no such 

interests. He had no known mental-health record and no criminal record, although his 

brother is linked to Orlando Pulse nightclub PR group 11. ISIS claimed responsibility, 

and people who regularly listen to this show know who ISIS really is, we have also been 

told by various heads of states in various countries, who operates ISIS. I have kept telling 

you where the elephant in the room is, how long do we keep ignoring it? Those who can 

put 2+2 together will see the clues in this piece. Las Vegas shooter Stephen Paddock 

wired $100,000 to an account in his live-in girlfriend’s home country of the Philippines 

in the week before he unleashed the worst mass shooting in modern U.S. history, 

according to multiple senior law enforcement officials. But while officials have 

confirmed that Marilou Danley was in the Philippines on Sunday when Paddock opened 

fire on a crowd attending a country music festival on the Vegas Strip, it was not known 

whether the money was for her, her family, or another purpose. Danley, 62, who had 

traveled to Hong Kong on Sept. 25, could fill in some of the blanks when she returns to 

the U.S. on Wednesday, the officials said. Her arrival airport was not known. 12. Is it a 
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co-incidence the festival was called Harvest? 13. notice media had to change their script 

from long rifle to he must have modified the gun to make that firing sound, no people 

cottoned onto the fact there was 2 different guns at least. 14. if their story is correct why 

are they deleting the live vegas videos off facebook and youtube? 15. of all the videos I 

have seen I have yet to see 1 security person in or around that audience 16. Isn't 

interesting both Robert David Steele and Alex Jones blamed Mossad 17. why hasn't the 

singer on stage been questioned on air 18. Campos had been in the building, patrolling 

the halls and was sent to the area of commotion. When he got to the shooter's floor, 

Campos found the stairwells had been barricaded and had to use the elevator, Hickey said 

he was told by local union officials. When Campos approached Paddock's suite, the 

shooter "fired through the door, striking Mr. Campos in the upper right thigh," said 

Hickey who is president of the International Union, Security, Police and Fire 

Professionals of America. He faced well over 200 rounds, said Sheriff Joseph Lombardo 

of the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police on Wednesday. "It's amazing that that security 

guard didn't sustain additional injury." After being shot, Campos spoke with police 

officers at 10:18 p.m., giving them the shooter's exact room and key pass. "His bravery 

was amazing because he remained with our officers, providing them the key pass to 

access the door and continued to help them clear rooms until our officers demanded he 

seek medical attention," said Lombardo. -cops said they used explosives to open the door 

and guy was already dead 19. where are all the security camera footage 20. where is the 

proof Mr. Paddock is dead, pictures or video 21. expect more airport style body scanners 

in other venues, like the fake shoe bomber guy Richard Reid on a flight back in Dec 2001 

facilitated airport scanners and sexual perverts called TSA, this will lead to some 

announcement also, watch out for what Chertoff and Adelsen do with osi links 

 

*If your focus is on republican or democrat or liberal, if your focus is on NFL, flags, 

anthems or just your country, if your focus is on whether trump is valid or not, you are 

part of the problem not part of the solution, i'm sorry if that upsets some but all who listen 

to this show will know why, all have been shown the evidence supporting the statements 

as to why none of that is valid or relevant, and yet some still choose to ignore it and 

continue on, well you can continue to believe in the old paradigms of slavery and 

oppression or create a new way of being, ignoring it will be at your own and other 

peoples cost. JFK said ask not what your country can do for you, but what can you do for 

your country, I ask what has your country ever done for you to warrant such 

unquestioning admiration? time to ask what we can do for each other and forget 

countries, borders, cultures and colors, we are all in this together they have declared full 

scale war on us and we have on them.  

 

*message to those awake and asleep, choosing to ignore the blatantly obvious by now of 

the nature and volume of false flag events, you people who choose to ignore are complicit 

in murder of your fellow man, if sleepers won't debate you on these events, call them out 
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for what they are, complicit and accessories to mass murder and fear programs, enough 

pussy footing around these people. 

 

*So what are they trying to achieve globally? I will refer to 2 movies that told you, 

Hunger Games where people are corralled into districts in impoverished conditions and 

told to fight each other for the enjoyment of the El-ites. Divergent was similar except 

they categorized people by their nature or demeanour, those that didnt fit their little 

boxes, were called divergents and where designated to be taken down by any means 

necessary. Both movies were about labelling people according to how they see fit, time 

we stopped doing that me thinks, but is it not contradictory in a way calling people 

sleepers, in essence yes but justified given they are a part of the problem and not the 

solution. I mean how many more blatant staged events do they need to see through the 

illusion? 

 

 *This show is getting a lot of attention, many plaudits and many attacking us also, 

Cosmic Voice still has elements in it who love the divide and conquer, our group and 

intel is better than your groups, yeah right like that is all so important, this show doesn't 

even promote itself. the fact we are getting so much attention good and bad is a 

compliment to the effectiveness of the show, so I thank both groups for you compliments, 

shows to me we are on the right track.  

 

*Trump goes to Puerto Rico and things didnt go to well, look he was in a kind of no win 

going there but making jokes about their plight, undermining their death toll by making 

comparisons to Katrina, complaining that PR is making a dent in our budget was not the 

way to act in anyones book.  

 

*Trump announced he was seeking $29B for disaster relief, $13B for Texas, florida and 

Puerto Rico and $16B for a govt backed flood insurance program. 

 

*Illusions We live in a patriarchical society We live in a democracy USA is a republic or 

constitutional Blacks were the only ones as slaves only White people created and 

captured slaves Religion is the only way forward popes, priest, bishops, cardinals are 

righteous and good role models praying to an external entity will help or save you Jesus 

will save you, jesus was a christian the lord will save you ET's will save you the moon is 

a natural object Governments operate on behalf of the people police are there to protect 

the people and observe law schools are there to educate the children hospitals are to make 

us better dr's and nurses know best how to cure or fix us teachers know better than the 

parents vaccines are there to stop us being sick pills are there to make us better water 

fluoridation is to fix your teeth DC is part of America City of London is part of the UK 

Star wars is the future TV is to educate us the news people tell you only the truth and 

facts The bush family are American what we see with our eyes is reality what we hear is 
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reality America and the allies won WW2 America is land of the free Charities are for 

good causes death is the end income tax in america is legal income tax goes to americans 

irs, fed, dhs, nasa are all american companies new age beliefs is beneficial for the 

awakened The Nazis would never rise again 

 

We keep being told that this country and that country is democratic which according to 

the definition is a :government by the people; especially :rule of the majority  

 

b :a government in which the supreme power is vested in the people and exercised by 

them directly or indirectly through a system of representation usually involving 

periodically held free elections. Isn't funny when people of any country exercise their 

democratic right, they are faced with a barrage a fascist police to stop them exercise that 

right. Democratic, Constitutional Republic, Communist you name each form of 

government and many believe they are all different, the reality is all governments are 

fascists against we the people, and I dont care which country or govt you belong to. 

People voted for Gore we got given idiot Bush, which largely went unchallenged and so 

they continued to goosestep on. Brexit the people voted and now they are working to 

overturn it. People of Catalonia are not even been allowed to vote, that is out and out 

fascism, where is the outrage from western govts against Spain? imagine if this was 

N.Korea, Iran, Cuba, Lebanon, Russia or China? media would have a field day of mock 

outrage, but all we hear is silence. They fight us because of our freedoms is one quote of 

a president here, no they fight us and the system because we have no freedoms, it's all an 

illusion again, as the hidden hand and mask of fascism creeps slowly but surely around 

the world.  

 

 


